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Scientific Achievement
Cotton fibers consist of nearly pure cellulose. Two near-isogenic 
lines of cotton (TM-1, im) vary greatly in fiber properties and cell 
wall thickness, yet contain nearly the same cellulose content 
and crystallinity. Analysis by sum frequency generation (SFG) 
spectroscopy revealed that this phenotypic difference correlates 
with differences in cellulose microfibril (CMF) packing during wall 
maturation.

Significance and Impact
Plant cells have genetically-regulated mechanisms that 
modulate packing of cellulose in secondary cell walls. This 
process can influence cell wall properties, with potentially large 
consequences for material properties and biofuel conversion. 

Work was carried out at Penn State and USDA-ARS; H. J. Kim, C. M. 
Lee, K. Dazen, C. D. Delhom, Y. Liu, J. E. Rodgers, A. D. French, S. H. 
Kim, Cellulose (2017) 24:2385–2401. 

Research Details
− No significant differences were observed in ATR-IR, Raman, 

and XRD analyses of the im and TM-1 fibers.
− But the difference in the CH/OH SFG intensity ratio indicated 

that the meso-scale packing of CMFs is disrupted in the im
mutant, compared to the TM-1 wild type.
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Presentation Notes
(Abstract) The thickness of cotton fiber cell walls is an important property that partially determines the economic value of cotton. To better understand the physical and chemical manifestations of the genetic variations that regulate the degree of fiber wall thickness, we used a comprehensive set of methods to compare fiber properties of the immature fibers (im) mutant that produces thin-walled fibers and its isogenic wild type Texas Marker-1 (TM-1) that is a standard upland cotton variety producing normal fibers with thick-walls. Comprehensive structural analyses showed that im and TM-1fibers shared a common developmental process of cell wall thickening, contrary to the previous report that the phase in the im fiber development might be retarded. No significant differences were found in cellulose content, crystallinity index, crystal size, matrix polymer composition, ribbon width between the isogenic fibers. In contrast, significant differences were detected in their linear density, cross-section micrographs of fibers from opened bolls, and in the lateral order between their cellulose microfibrils (CMFs). The cellulose mass in a given fiber length was lower and the CMFs were less organized in the im fibers compared with the TM-1 fibers. The presented results imply that the disruption of CMF organization or assembly in the cell walls may be associated with the immature phenotype of the im fibers.
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